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The

Grows

Bowling 'Green State University

Moore overturns decision on Pike house occupancy
by Diana Rado
stall raportar

Betas ability to supply the 46 persons
required to live in the Pike house.
Although Residence Life approved the
ment with the University, the Betas list of members the Betas submitted,
had been trying to break the leases the SAEs alleged that the Betas may
they signed to live in their apartment have listed names of persons who are
not members of their fraternity in
complex at 707 Sixth St. next year.
order to meet the requirements.
NOW, BECAUSE of Moore's decision, "We're going to have to go back
"THEY (THE SAEs) unjustifiably
and face our landlord," Rentner said. implied that we were liars," Rentner
"I don't argue Moore's right to said.
change the procedures because obVictor B. Wayhan, former SAE
viously something was wrong with president, said, "We were quite pleasthem," said Rentner.
ed with the decision, but we felt we
But "I don't approve of the way the had a strong case."
SAEs went about it," he added.
continuad on page 4
Last week, the SAEs questioned the

SAEs awarded house after claiming violations of living procedures

A week-long controversy over who
will live in the vacated Pi Kappa
Alpha house ended last Friday when
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. overturned a Residence Life decision of two weeks ago which awarded
the house to the Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
In response to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity's claim last week that
Residence Life did not abide by small
group living procedures in filling the
Pike house, Moore decided the SAEs
will live there next fall quarter.
Also, Phi Beta Sigma, a black

fraternity which is first on the waiting fill the Pike house, Residence Life
list of organizations wishing on- maintained.
campus housing, will move into the
But the SAEs said the procedures do
SAE house, Moore decided.
not state specifically that off-campus
The controversy arose at an Inter- organizations have first choice in fillfraternity Council meeting last week ing a vacated on-campus living unit.
when the SAEs contested Residence
They also noted that although proLife's method of offering off-campus cedures instruct Residence Life to
organizations first choice in filling a notify all members on the waiting list
vacated on-campus living unit.
if an on-campus unit becomes
available, they were never informed
THE SAEs ranked above the Betas on of the Pike house vacancy.
a waiting list to fill the Pike house, but
Richard R Eakin, vice provost for
because they already have on-campus institutional planning and student afhousing, they were not considered to fairs,
said
Moore
was

column
one,

"acknowledging what was perceived
as a lack of clarity in procedures" in
making the decision.
EAKIN SAID he assumes the housing contract the Betas signed on May
14 with the University to live in the
Pike house will be declared null and
void.
But the contract should have been
abided by, Beta president James M.
Rentner said.
"We were under a signed contract
and already had a lot of plans for the
house," he said.
Since they signed the housing agree-

SGA to discuss
selection proposal
A Student Government
Association proposal on the
selection of members to the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations will be discussed at tonight's SGA meeting.
Recommendations on the
selection process will take the
form of a motion which will be
presented tomorrow to an ad
hoc committee reviewing the
ACGFA selection process, Dana
L. Kortokrax, SGA president,
said.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m.
in Prout Hall Cafeteria.

Three students
hurt in car wreck
Three University students
were injured after the jeep they
were riding in hit a curb and
flipped over on Mercer Road
next to Harshman Quadrangle
at 10: IS p.m. last night.
Edward Mezardjian, 20,144
Bromfield, was transported to a
Toledo hospital from Wood
County Hospital in stable condition.
Steven North, 20,141 Bromfield, was treated and released
from Wood County Hospital.
The driver, Gary Gaffga, 21,
143 Bromfield, signed himself
out of Wood County Hospital
and was cited for reckless
operation by city police.

stall photos by Scott Koeler

Saturday
solitude
\

weather
Mostly sunny. High 82 F (28 C),
low 55 F (13 C), 10 percent
chance of precipitation.

Brian Smith, 13, ol 1368 Conneaut Ave., spent his Saturday afternoon
leisurely lishing at Peregrine Pond. Although the reward lor his patient
efforts was a small one, Smith appeared pleased at his catch.
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One year later:
Year of minority protests hits University
by Paula Wlnilow
Stall reporter

As University administrators wrestle with the latest in
racial inequality protests made by a group of Latino
students, their thoughts might wander to May of last
year.
Calmer times? Hardly. One year ago this week administrators struggled with another volatile situation-a
list of grievances presented by several minority groups,
mostly blacks, in protest of "racial and sexual harassment of our students."
The events of Thursday, May 26,1979 were similar to
those of Wednesday, May 7, 1980-the students' determiniation to get results was punctuated at news conferences and with sit-ins at the office of University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.

And then there were the demands. Just as the Latinos
hit Moore with a list of 11 steps they wanted to be taken to
improve conditions for Latinos here, minority leaders
last year presented a roster of 12 demands for recognition
of minority concerns and needs.
THE DEMANDS ranged from establishing a human
relations commission and professional race relations
workshops to marking Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday an official University holiday, to investigating
alleged racial discrimination in certain graduate programs.
A year later, some action has been taken by the administration on nearly all the demands, although not
always to the satisfaciton of minority students.
But although there still is quibbling over specifics,
most involved in the conflict agree that communication

between the administration and minorities has improved.
"I think the University is doing something," Carlos
Flores, Latin Student Union president, says. "But it
shouldn't have to always be at these explosive times."
FLORES WAS one of the organizers of last year's protest and the leader of this spring's episode.
Moore also says the protest had some positive effects.
"I sense an improved overall relationship on the campus
between students from different racial groups, but it's
not as good as I want it to be."
Angela Foote, Black Student Union president at the
time of the 1979 protest, said she did not expect the student's acitons to improve miraculously race relations at
the University, but they have been a step forward.
"You can't just change attitudes with demands," Foote
continuad on page 7

Administration acts on most minority demands

by Paula Wlnalow
atall raportar

The scorecard of actions taken on the 12 demands made
by minority students last spring shows the administration
acted on most of the requests.
But some students expressed discontent with the extent
of the University's actions and said they will continue to
fight for satisfactory responses.
The list was part of a protest made last May, led by the
Black Student Union, in which students demanded steps
be taken to stop racial and sexual harassment at the
University.
One year later, as the administration worked at
another list of demands presented earlier this month by
Latino students, here are the standings of last year's

demands:
• Establishment of a human relations commission. A
Human Relations Commission was set up to deal with
human rights violations at the University and first met
Dec. 4.
But a dispute over Latino representation on the commission has led Latino students to refuse to take their
seat on HRC. And others complain that the commission
has done little so far to better human relations here.
"IF THE Human Relations Commission is really supposed to act on overt cases of racial harassment, it hasn't
done that," said Carlos Flores, Latin Student Union president and member of last year's protest. "It hasn't set up
its goals.
"We're asking, 'What has it done?' " he said.

Now in its sixth month, HRC has spent much of its time
trying to set its goals and responsibilities. The two issues
it has handled relating to human rights were a controversy over Latino membership on the commission and a
study of 11 demands intended to remedy alleged racial injustice, which was presented to the administration by
Latino suudents May 7.
The membership problem stems from LSU's protest of
the appointment of Mary Hoffsis to HRC as a Latino staff
representative. The Latinos charged she does not adequately represent their concerns.
Also erupting from that issue was LSU's demand for a
permanent Latino faculty-staff representative on HRC
who LSU could appoint. Since HRC's denial of the request
in March, LSU has boycotted the commission.
continuad on page 7

Charges against 22
protesters dropped
by Paula Winslow
stall reporter

Charges against 22 of the 23 University students arrested May 7 for refusing to end a sit-in in McFall
Center were dropped by the University Friday.
One protester, graduate student Enrique Nazario,
refused to have the charges against him dropped
because the conditions of the action were
"unacceptable." He will appear in Bowling Green
Municipal Court at 2:30 p.m. Monday for a pre-trial
hearing.
The students were arrested for criminal trespassing
when their sit-in in the hallway in front of University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s office continued past
posted closing hours.
The sit-in was part of a protest headed by the Latin
Student Union, which charged that the University is
negligent in recruiting Latinos, following affirmative
action policies and providing social and cultural programs for Latinos.
Moore said the charges, which previously had been
reduced from fourth degree misdemeanors to minor
misdemeanors, were dropped so attention would be
focused on the students' concerns rather than their arrests.
Explaining that the arrests were necessary to maintain order, Moore said, "It seems that to establish the
principle was more important than the arrests. It was
the best way to restore an atmosphere where we could
concentrate on the important issues the students have
raised."
Nazario said he could not accept the conditions of the
University's action, which required that the students
each pay $26 in court costs and release the University
and city from responsibility for any conditions arising
from the arrests.
continuad on page 4
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opinion,
Pike house action
clarifies controversy
Controversies do not always create situations for the
better, but the dispute about who is going to occupy the
former Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house apparently has.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. overturned last week an
earlier decision to award the house to the Beta Theta Pi
fraternity. The action resulted from a procedural misinterpretation by Residence Life directors.
The vacated house now will be filled by the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity. Whether the Betas or the SAEs get the
house is not as important as the action correcting an initial
injustice.
The procedures, whether they have been followed for
about eight years or not, badly needed to be clarified. This
probably will result from the controversy.
There is no doubt that the Betas feel they have been
cheated, just as the SAEs felt after the initial decision. But
we believe Moore took the proper action. He could have let
the decision and, worse yet, the procedures stand. But that
would have solved nothing.
In deciding to award the house to the SAEs, Moore accommodated two fraternities instead of one; the Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity will move into the SAE house.
The president cannot make every decision that needs to
be made, and when authority is delegated misinterpretations will occur. But it is good to see that Moore realized an
error was made and took the steps to correct it.

Students should decide how general fees are spent
On Wednesday, I closed a letter on
this page with the suggestion that the
Advisory Committee on General Fee
Alocations need not be so powerless
because of time pressures. I will try to
complete that contention by suggesting what it could be.
When I read University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s response to the
recommendations of the special task
force on the ACGFA process, I was
struck by several items and attitudes.
Moore separates the monies from student general fees into three separate
portions, and suggests that student
organizations and activities should
"compete" among themselves for
that portion of available funds assigned to them. Who does this assigning?
Second, he refuses to commit
himself to the continuance of ACGFA.
He says, "Presently, I do share what I
sense to be the task force's conviction
that ACGFA is a productive approach
to determining student recommendations on selected general fee
budgets." He seems to be saying that
ACGFA will continue in this year's
mode of reduced responsibility,
without the review of Student Ser-

focus
John Giedl inski
ACGFA number

vices' Auxiliaries budgets. Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for institutional planning and student affairs, has suggested this to ACGFA as
well. Why should this happen?
Third, Moore in his closing remarks
seems to be warning students that he
can take back his authority; he
reminds the reader that ACGFA is an
advisory committee only, that it has
no real authority and that he has no
responsibility to abide by its decisions
and can overrule the committee as he
sees fit. Why does the committee exist
if it can be ignored by the administration?
MOORE IS responsible to the Board
of Trustees for all budget recommendations and cannot be relieved of that
responsibility. But he does not oversee
the budgeting processes directly; he
delegates his authority. He could, if he

chose, make the decisions of ACGFA am committed completely to student
binding, but he has not. This seems to review of student fee spending, and
me to be inconsistent with the Univer- ACGFA is the only agency now
sity position of moving away from its available for that purpose. What is the
status of ACGFA for next year?
former in loco parentis position.
If the University treats its students
THERE IS A committee appointed
as responsible adults in other matters, by Provost Michael R Ferrari which
why doesn't it let them decide without is to examine the membership strucfear of reversal how they will spend ture of ACGFA, and I believe this
their fee money? Yes, there are committee is to submit its report next
obligations and needs to be met from week. I will read that report with
the general fees, but aside from the great interest, because I believe it will
bonded indebtedness for buildings find that the selection process this
there are no unbreakable com- year was fair; the results do not show
mitments. If the students should this to be true, by minority standards.
decide that they do not want certain
The single most important item that
activities why should the activities report should contain is a statement of
continue? .
what students actually think of
By the way, it is unlikely that any ACGFA. I believe that most students
drastic changes would happen if see ACGFA as powerless, not imporstudents were given control of their tant and as just another sop from the
fee money; full responsiblity tends to administration. It isn't worth their
make most people more conservative. time because it has no real power.
The president's response is, to me, Any decision can be appealed and
incomplete, inconsistent and also several appeals were upheld last
seems to threaten the discontinuance year. But instead of remedying this
of ACGFA if the committee should in- perceived lack of power, the adcur the displeasure of the president. ministration is taking more responWhile I am not concerned with the sibility away from ACGFA. I am askcontinuance of ACGFA specifically, I ing again, "Why?"

According to both Moore and Eakin,
the principal reason for this is to avoid
duplication of function by other
authorities. Therefore, the budgets of
the Student Services Auxiliaries will
be developed by the advisory boards
for each auxiliary, with the students
on those boards having significant input at that time. These budgets would
then be set to "the appropriate
University budget official" who will
"determine the recommended allocations."
ACGFA will then to told what
money is left to be allocated to student
activities. This seems to me to be
completely backwards in process and
unworkable in practice.
WHY UNWORKABLE? First, the
students who sit on the advisory
boards of the auxiliaries are generally
those who have an interest in the services provided. They are interested in
the day-to-day workings of the auxiliaries and in their continued growth.
It is possible that they will see any extra funds as a benefit to their own
special interest and I would think it
odd if they didn't. They therefore
would ask for more funding.

Second, the administrators of those
boards are in positions to convince the
students that the budgets must be approved as planned. These administrators must be competent or
they would not have their positions,
and could easily regard any student's
suggested change as an insult or at
least an affront to their abilities. They
would be less and less likely ovei time
to accept student ideas and more likely to say, "We'll do it this way, and
that's that!"
Third, the removal of these large
budgets from ACGFA means that
there will be no review by a diverse
group of students, one which should be
more representative of all students,
and one that sees all the budgets and
can gain a perspective on the whole of
the fee monies.
The University centrally reviews
the academic budgets; why shouldn't
students centrally review their feefunded budgets?
Editor's note: A continuation of
Giedlinski's column will appear
tomorrow. He will explore the difficulties of ACGFA and offer solutions
to the problems.

ACGFA ad hoc committee proposal receives praise
Last Thursday while everyone was
busy preparing to depart this
"hallowed" place of learning, I had
the opportunity to observe something
rare on this campus, the Student
Government Association on the move.
It took a proposal to reorganize the
Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations to do it, but they were on
the move.
Much as I would like to forward my
salutations to them for this unprecedented event, I am forced by
conscience to instead issue a statement of dissension in regards to their
position.
SGA has, with the support of The BG
News, come out against a proposal to
reorganize ACGFA presented by an
ad hoc committee. The committee, I
feel, has arrived at a proposal that
creates an organization better than
what was previously here and I cannot
accept the arguments put forth by
SGA.

This new ACGFA has the potential
for more minority representation than
the last one since one of the organizations is the Black Student Union and
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos, who
each have one selection open to them.
If I may now turn to the arguments
presented by SGA and the News.
The first argument against the proposal is that it allows for a disproportionate voice on ACGFA from the
minority sector.

focus
Henry Brooks
Obsidian editor

The proposal being considered by
the committee would have a membership consisting of 17 members from 11
organizations with those
organizations acting as 11 selection committees. Thus ACGFA would have the
AN INTERESTING fact is that if
broad representation everyone, in- this proposal is finalized by the comcluding SGA, has said it needs.
mittee and Provost Michael R. Ferrari, then while there is the control of
THE PROPOSAL would have an one selection committee by two
open selection program mandated for minority organizations there still is
all the organizations involved. Also, if more whites on the committee than
for whatever reason an organization blacks. Blacks just have a better
failed to appoint someone to ACGFA chance than before to get on ACGFA.
they then would lose that right for that
year and the next year as well, with
their selection going instead to SGA.
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say that BSU will select only blacks is
to demean BSU, as well as the other
organizations.

fraternity. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity took our house last week
with a series of well-planned strategic
maneuvers.
It really wasn't too difficult to do. In
fact, I think I know their recipe. It
starts with a spoonful of defamation at
the character of the chapter that

rightfully owns the present housing
quarters. Then a cup full of prejudicial accusations directed at the
administration. Put it all in a mixing
bowl and add a pinch of pompous
whining.
The finished product is the old Pike
house. The finished product is the old

I DO NOT think it is impossible for a
white student to approach BSU and
seek seating on ACGFA. The student
in question only has to overcome his
fear and uncomfortableness about being around blacks and they will have
no problems.
The degree of racism I spoke of
earlier stems from the attitude most
whites have that "he who has been
stuck, must stick it back in return."
Bull, I am not white. I do not take
revenge on an individual or people
because of something a few of them,
or an their ancestor, did.
What the argument seems to be is
that you are capable of objectivity and
I am not. To say this is to fail to

understand what has happened over
the last 100 years. I don't hate you, nor
do I wish to kill you. If I become a
member of ACGFA, I can be just as
hard on a minority organization that
is screwed up as I can on a nonminority organization that has an unsound budget.
In regards to the argument that this
new proposal would eliminate the
voice of the general student, my comment is that there can be no vocalization without organization. If the
general student has a concern they
must go through some organization to
have their concern heard. If SGA is
concerned about the input of the
general student, then I suggest that
they go out and mobilize (he general
student body in order for that body to
have some voice from which to be
heard.

letters.

The SIS Sfaws
Vol. 60

Also there is the argument that this
arrangement would prevent the
general student from having the
chance to get on ACGFA since
members from the other organizations would clog the process.
There arguments are interesting
and have some substance, on the surface, however let's take a closer look
at the proposal and see what is really
there.
A little bit of racism shows in the
argument that only those who are involved in the organizations will sit on
ACGFA. Perhaps I am idealistic to
most white students, but I also am not
white so I don't assume that my
history is doomed to be repeated by
those I have wronged. To a member of
SGA it may be stupid to select someone who is not in your organization,
but to me it makes perfect sense. To

SAEs took Pike
house from Betas
Firstly, I should mention that this
letter is not representative of my

respond i
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of student interest, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your addresss and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

Beta house.
However, in order for this recipe to
be complete requires a flexible,
sometimes spineless, administrative
decision.
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Fuldheim gives a state of the union message
by Kim Van Wen
stall reporter

Dorothy Fuldheim

She is afraid of two things-cats and
escalators. But the main request
Dorothy Fuldheim made at her lecture last night in the Grand Ballroom
was that no pies be thrown in her face.
Fuldheim, who has editorialized
and analyzed the news for WEWS-TV
in Cleveland for 34 years, reflected on
her career as a broadcast journalist
and on the state of the United States.
"Being a television personality is
not all wine and roses," she said.
"One time a lady wanted to beat me
with a hammer. She told me she
wanted to kill Lowell Thomas and that
is why she was doing it.
" When I ate lunch with Lowell one
day after that, I told him that I saved
his life."
She changed the focus of her address to the country when she said
that all men are born free: "The
Austrians brought character; the
Italians, creativity; the catholics,
morale; and the jews, intellect to this
land.
" Together they blended to create
one nation-the richest, most generous
and powerful country in the world-the
U.S.
"It (the U.S.) has raised the standard of living throughout the world
and has taught people how life can be
easier. Who was it that walked on the
moon? There is nothing that we can't
do," she said.
She noted that the government is
becoming more powerful all the time,
and said that there are three major
problems facing the "great people."
stall photo by Dale Omorl
The first of these is inflation, which,
according to Fuldheim, "steals,

plunders and destroys people who are
not able to defend themselves." The
worth of the American dollar is
decreasing, she said, now comperable
to 41 cents.
"One time John Glenn came into
my office-not because he loves me,
but because I am a televsion personality. He talked about nuclear
power and I asked him what he was
going to do about inflation. He said,
'It's bad, isn't it?" Period."
Fuldheim said that there should be
a reduction in taxes, which would help
the money situation.
"If you had $5,000 extra cash, you
could put it in the bank or spend it. I
would spend it. I love to spend money
and I haven't had new drapes in nine
years. I would be circulating money."
When people make more money
now, she added, it goes to the government.
"People shouldn't be able to run for
office unless they pass an IQ test," she
said. "The presidential candidacy is
not one in which great men are appearing.
"President Carter was one of the
dullest interviews I have had by far,"
she said.
The government proposes that an
increase of 10 cents on every gallon of
oil would inhibit Americans from
driving cars, she pointed out.
"Do you think this would stop me
from using my car? I just wouldn't
buy my granddaughter another
dress," she said.
"Come on. The real reason for additional taxes is so that they (the
government) can balance their
budget."
A substitute for oil cannot be found,
she acknowledged, but offered some

solutions of her own, such as a car that
could go 80 miles on one gallon of
gasoline.
"Brazilians make alcohol from
sugar cane. We could make it from
poplar trees. Brazil has announced
also that peanuts can be used to make
diesel oil. Maybe students should buy
land and plant peanuts."
The sea is an endless source of
power, she added. "Hydrogen does
not have to be used in a bomb. It can
be used for power, and some students
at one of our universities is going to
find a way to create the tremendous
temperatures needed."
Another problem that America has
to face is that of exports and imports,
she said.
"I went into Milton's to buy a pair of
shoes. When I showed the clerk a pair
that I liked and he disappeared in the

Latin Student Union President
Carlos Floras requested at a University Board of Trustees meeting last Friday that the board meet with him to
discuss Latino concerns.
Unrest among Latino students has
existed since 1972, Floras told the
board. "We need to address these concerns now."
For the last three weeks, Latino
students have picketed and staged sitins in protest of what they consider
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s inadequate Latino recruitment programs,

affirmative aciton violations in hiring
Latinos, lack of social and cultural
programs for Latinos and unmet
demands made by minorities in last
spring's protest against injustice at
the University.
"So that you may completely
understand our position, we will forward you documentation of our concerns," Floras said to the board.
ALBERT DYCKES, president of the
board, said Floras may forward the
documentation to the secretary of the
board, and added, "If the board
chooses to work out a meeting, we will

be in touch with you."
In other business, Moore announced
that a dental and vision care program
providing coverage to full-time
classified employees at the University
will go into effect by Nov. 1.
A proposal for the program had
been under review since last
February because of budget implications involved, Moore said.
The program includes benefits such
as complete coverage for preventive
dental work, 50 percent coverage for
orthodontic services, vision exams
and lenses and frames provided once
every 24 months.

e

Also, Albert Dyckes was re-elected
as president of the board; board
member Frazier Reams Jr. was
elected vice president; and Richard
Edwards, University vice president,
was re-elected secretary of the board.

Interior Design Association meeting

The Interior Design Association will meet today at 8 p.m. in 101
Business Administration Bldg. to hear speakers on restaurant
decorating and planning.

1979-80 Key now available
The 1979-80 KEY can be picked up from 9:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the
Forum of the Student Services Bldg. Books not picked up today can be
obtained at the KEY office, 310 Student Services Bldg. from 9:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Monday thru Friday. Extra books are available for sale.

Advertising Club to meet
The University Advertising Club will meet today at 8 p.m. in 112
Business Administration Bldg. for general organization and orientation
of new members. The meeting is open to all students with an interest in
advertising.

Refunds available for Nassau trip
Spring Break participants on the Nassau trip should stop in at the
University Activities Organization's office, third floor. Union, to pick
up their refund. An I.D. is required to receive a refund.

Workshop presents two comic operas

It also was announced that Norman
J. Rood, board vice president during
1979-80, will end his nine-year
membership on the board.
However, Dyckes said Rood will
continue serving on the board until
Gov. James A. Rhodes names a
replacement.

The University Opera Workshop will present two, one-act comic
operas today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts
Center. Admission to the double-bill opera, featuring "Gianni Schicchi" and "Rita," is $2 for adults and $1 for students and children.
Tickets may be purchased at the door.

PRSSA spring banquet today
The Public Relations Student Society of America will hold its spring
banquet today at Kaufman's Restaurant. Cocktail hour begins at 7 p.m.
and dinner will be served at 8 p.m. Members who do not have dinner
reservations may attend the ceremonies at 9 p.m.

c*

Robert D.

DUNIPACE

flftV*
Coke adds life.

STANDS FOR
ORDERLY & PLANNED GROWTH
ROBERT D DUNIPACE
(t

OPEN DOOR" POLICY

A County Commissioner's door
should be open to any citizens with
any view. Only by hearing all sides
of an issue, can a Commissioner set
sound public policy.

SENIOR CITIZENS
The Board of County Commissioners should provide support
for the operations of the county's
Senior Programs which serve a large
number of our citizens.

COOPERATION
"rota Cola" and "Coke" are registered tud* marks which identify only the product ol The Coca-Col* Company.

2 LITER NON-RETURNABLE
BOTTLE OF COCA-COLA
NOTE TO DEALER
This coupon will be redeemed by our salesman Your weekly
purchases of Coca-Cola must bo sufficient to cover all
coupons redeemed by us. Void it prohibited, taiod, or restricted Your customer must pay any required bottle deposit
and sales tai Cosh value 1/20 of 1 cent,

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Ohio
Toledo, Ohio

"I was confronted with a moral problem and decided to buy both pairs,"
she said.
She explained that if she had bought
the cheaper, foreign-made shoes, she
would have been putting Americans
out of work.
In the same sense, she noted that
steel is imported to this country
cheaper than it can be produced.

briefs

LSU requests board to discuss concerns
by Diane Rado
•tall reporter

back room and after a couple of years-I don't know what they were doing
back there-came out with them. They
were $80.50, and if someone had said
that to me I would have said they were
out of their mind.
"I asked if there were any cheaper
pairs and after a couple more hours,
he came out with another pair that
was $22. Now, which one would you
buy?

Officials of villages, townships
and cities of Wood County shall
receive the cooperation of the Board
of County Commissioners in matters
relating to common concern-an
open minded policy in this important
area must be re-established.

The
Board of County Commissioners must assume the
leadership that will ensure the
county's growth be in an orderly and
planned manner.

PROFESSIONALISM
IN COUNTY BUSINESS
Professional
capabilities,
sensitivity to the public and courtesy
should be required of all county
officials—elected or appointed.

FISCAL INTEGRITY
& RESPONSIBILITY
The Board of County Commissioners must maintain fiscal
integrity, to the end that each citizen
shall know and expect that funds,
available from whatever source, to be
utilized in an economical fashion.

Endorsed By
The Wood County Democratic Party
The Wood County Democratic Club

A Real Democrat..
A County Commissioner We Can Be Proud Of.

&-•*&'&
"Coo tola" and "Coke" art registered trademarks which identify only the pioduct of The Cora-Cola Company.

Wood Countians for Dunipace, Gertrude Carpenter,
Treasurer, 11920 Middleton Pike, BQ, O.
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SAEs

from page 1

He explained that living in the
larger house will promote better unity
and communication between SAE
brothers.
"With 92 brothers and a house that
fit only 15, there were communications problems, and unity in the house
was low."
WAYHAN SAID he forsees no problems with the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity moving into the SAE house.
Although the SAEs claimed last
week that the administration denied
them the Pike house because they
may not have wanted a black fraternity on campus, Eakin said the controversy was never a racial issue.
"The president did consider in his
decision the fact the Phi Beta Sigmas
were on the waiting list since 1974 and
had not yet received on-campus housing," Eakin said.
Phi Beta Sigma president Victor
Hill said living on campus will help his
fraternity's recruitment and their
relations with other fraternities.
"I'VE GOT a lot of positive feedback from members of white fraternities I've talked to. I don't forsee a
problem in getting along," Hill said.

charges

Fayetta Paulsen, assistant vice provost for Residence life, also said she
does not anticipate problems with the
Phi Beta Sigmas moving on campus.
She said, however, that the small
group living procedures will have to
be reviewed.
"By the time school starts next fall,
I expect the changes will be made,"
Paulsen said.
IN ADDITION TO informing the
fraternities involved of the president's
decision, Eakin said Moore instructed
him to form a committtee of faculty,
staff, IFC, the Panhellenic Council
and minority representatives to
review the procedures.
But Eakin stressed, "I don't
perceive Wayne Colvin (director of
Residence Life, Area IV) as making a
wrong decision (in choosing the Betas
to fill the Pike house).
"They (Residence Life) had an interpretation they implemented as
their best interpretation and I personally find no fault with them," he
said.
The committee, which probably will
meet within the next two weeks, will
attempt to clarify the procedures,
Eakin said.

Irom page 1

The waiver is a usual procedure
when charges are dropped, a court official said.
"Since the University was recognizing that (it) made a mistake in arresting us, then they should be responsible for paying court costs," Nazario,
an ethnic studies teaching fellow,
said.

Nazario further explained his action, saying, "We also would be giving
up our constitutional right in taking
legal action against the University if
we were found innocent, which we
believe we are."
He said he believes the court will
find him innocent, which will prove
the University was wrong in arresting
him.
Carlos Flores, Latin Student Union
Moore denied that the University
acknowledged making a mistake by president and one of those arrested,
was unavailable for comment.
dropping the charges.

Carter bandwagon rolls on
President Carter swept past Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy last night to
runaway victories in the Kentucky
and Arkansas preidential primary
elections.
The president looked for additional
headway toward the Democratic
presidential nomination in Nevada,
third in a final set of skirmishes

before the major, and probably
decisive competition that concludes
the primary election season next
week.

Wendell Jones: a lesson in role integration
by F.L. C.rollo

What is it like to be a musician, teacher and politician?
Wendell Jones, associate professor of music performance studies, finds no
inconsistencies in these three roles. In addition to teaching percussion instruments in the University's College of Musical Arts, Jones also is an accomplished professional musician and a member of Bowling Green City
Council.
His teaching position allows him the freedom to do what he wants-and that
includes making music as well as serving the community.
When it comes to music, Jones is a self-admitted purist. He said he does
not like being typecast as a jazz musician, even though he occasionally plays
the vibraharp in a jazz trio.
"WHAT I like in music is the music," he said, adding that musical labels
are just too limiting. He compares music to painting because both are forms
of expression, and he likes "anything that expresses emotions and is
sincere."
Part of the appeal of jazz for Jones is that it gives him greater freedom to
do what he wants to do: He plays for his own enjoyment.
Jones is a part-time member of the Toledo Symphony Orchestra and has
appeared as a general percussionist with such artists as Bob Hope, Harry
Belafonte and Sandier & Young. He has performed with jazz greats Marion
McPartland and Herbie Green at the University.
Coming here in 1967, Jones was the University's first full-time percussion
instructor. The study of percussion instruments changed considerably since
he was a student.
A MARIMBA player in high school, he had to become a voice major when
he entered Ohio State University in 1949 because the school did not offer a
major in any of the percussion instruments.
The concentration eventually was offered, and in 1953 Jones graduated as
Ohio State's second percussion major.
Now he teaches the full spectrum of persussion instruments: drums, cymbals and timpani as well as the marimba, xylophone and vibraharp.
The third hat worn by Jones is that of city councilman. He said his interest
initially was aroused by his concern over what he believed to be inadequate
zoning regulations.
HE WON his first election in fall 1975 as a Republican from the 2nd Ward.
He lost his bid for re-election in 1977, but won again in 1979 as an at-large candidate.
As with his music, he does not like to use labels in describing his political
philosophy. But he is concerned with what he sees as growing government involvement in daily life and a corresponding decline in personal initiative and
individual responsibility.
The lessons of music can be applied to life, just as life's lessons can be applied to music, he said. This is one way in which Jones integrates his various
roles.
In any field of endeavor, he said he believes that knowledge or technique
must be tempered by "humanistic qualities"-otherwise the effort becomes
too narrow-minded or self-serving.
Whether it be in music or politics, emotion, he said, is the key to
greatness.

Meanwhile, Ronald Reagan, the
certain Republican nominee, gained
the support of former President
Gerald R. Ford.

Summer Leases
(10 Weeks)
Furnished 2 Bedroom Apartments
Forest Apts. $500
853 Napoleon Rd.
Luther Apts. $450
733 Manville
Pendleton Realty Co.
319 E. Wooster St.
Phone: 353-3641

Wendell Jones

staff photo by Dale Omori

Support the BG News Advertisers
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The Gavel is in the
process of selecting
a new editor for the
1980-81 school year.
Applications for this position
are available in
425 Student Services.

Deadline is June 2.
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Attention Students!!

- RESUMES '
TYPED
ANPPRJNTED

We Buy Gold and Silver Items

YOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP PRINTER!
OIIMI Printing Plastic Laminating
Complste Typesetting....Spiral Binding
Blueprints ..Rubber Stamps....Photo Coptos
Gathering and Collating
Punching or Drilling. Stapling or Wire Stitching
Cutting and Trimming Padding Wedding Invitations

Class Rings ■ Coins ■ etc.

Jewelry Box

.Our Servicee Are Many So Give Us A Call .

r133 W. Wooster

open 10-5
*

•••••••••••••••••••••*

SUMMER JOBS

NEED CASH

111 South Main

Tues.-Fri.

,

mmts\(mmmes\s3mmms,i ^mmcz-.'S3tmmcs:'3mmKav :■

Bowling Green, Ohio
352-5762

.•■■

LIVE
TONIGHT

Opportunity to earn $2,000.00, $3,000.00
even $4,000.00 for the summer!!
Minimum of $1,800.00 for qualifying students.

National Company needs students for summer opportunities in
areas listed below:
Defiance
Bryan
Napoleon
Van WenLima
St. Mary's
Sidney
Bellefontaine
Greenville
Springfield

Eaton
Dayton
Middletown
Hamilton
Wilmington
Cincinnati
Hillsboro
Toledo
Bowling Green
Findlay

Kenton
Tiffin
Bucyrus
Marion
Delaware
Columbus
Circleville
Chillicothe
Sandusky
Norwalk

INTERVIEWS
LOCATION: Bowling Green Union
3rd Floor
State Room
DATE: Wednesday May 28th
Time: 11:30 a.m., 12:30
1:30, 2:30, 3:30 p.m.

Mansfield
Ashland
Mt. Vernon
Newark
Lancaster
Lorain
Cleveland
Akron
Canton
Zanesville

•••••••••••••••••••••<

5yvo0
jQacn.dC
9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

NO COVER
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elsewhere,
Tempers also flare up after volcano erupts again
SEATTLE (AP) - Search and rescue
officials charged angrily yesterday
that helicopter crewmen were forced
to risk their lives to rescue five
people who had no business on Mount
St. Helens. But those rescued said
they had been refused rides out
earlier.
The volcano has killed at least 21
people. Another 68 were listed as
missing yesterday as the volcano
continued to spew steam 17,000 feet
high.
Otto Sieber, leader of the rescued
five-member film crew, said they
were refused helicopter rides out on
Saturday, and were cited for
trespassing. Like the others, he was
blinded by ash from the volcano.
"We felt it was almost like the
beginning of a death sentence," he
said, "we had to march out."
THE MEN were rescued by a
helicopter from the 304th Aerospace
Rescue and Recovery unit Monday
near Tradedollar Lake, about eight
miles north of the volcano in an area
heavily covered with ash.
"This is a classic example of where
we have to be stopping people from
violating the hazard zones," said
Lewis County Undersheriff Don

Barnes. "We have helicopters going
in to rescue these people who
shouldn't have been there in the first
place, and it is a great risk to the
lives of the crew."
Sieber said he and his crew hiked
into the area Friday to complete a
half-hour documentary.
They
planned to hike in one day and out the
next, but the volcano foiled their
plans, spouting ash and steam
Saturday night and Sunday in an
eruption second only to the major
blast May 18.

"I'M STILL suffering the effects,
still paying for my walk," Sieber said
yesterday. "My eyes are taped shut,
I'm still shaking from the cold."
Also in the group were Joel
Turgesen, 33, Russell Johnson, 30,
Dale Peterson, 31, all of Seattle, and
Mike Lienau, 21, of Klamath Falls,
Ore.
Officials say the hikers were cited
for being in an emergency area and
could be fined $1,000 or sentenced to a
year in jail.

Quakes rip California
MAMMOTH LAKES, Calif. (AP) - The third and largest in a series of major
earthquakes hit this High Sierra resort yesterday, injuring at least four persons, touching off a gas explosion, triggering landslides and causing
widespread minor damage.
Aftershocks continued to rumble through the area as the state Office of
Emergency Services urged residents to prepare for even more tremors.
"The quakes are all related," said Eileen Rockwell, spokeswoman for the
seismology laboratory at California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.
"Nobody is saying there will be more, but after this many we usually do expect
more."
The quake at 7:51 a.m. yesterday, which measured 6.1 on the Richter scale,
was centered 10 miles east of here. It was felt as far away as Los Angeles, 300
miles south; Stockton, 130 miles west; and Sacramento, 150 miles northwest of
the epicenter.

Write your editorial editor.

Let us hear your voice.
U ILL U LLIIIzeLM e/DWDtiL

$
2off
+

ANY 16" TWO or
MORE ITEM PIZZA

2free

with this coupon
on May 28th only

QUARTS OF PEPSI

AP photo
These toppled fir trees on the north side of Mount St. Helens show a symmetry of destruction after the
volcano erupted more than a week ago. More that 100,000 acres of timberland were destroyed after the
volcano erupted two Sundays in a row.

FAST. FREE DELIVERY

utdoor

*t °

^

Po%

At No Obligation *&
And No Setting Fee
*£
4 to 5 Poses
^
Thursday, May 29
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
On The Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

I

READTHEBGNEWS

DON'T STRETCH YOUR NECK
LOOKING FOR APARTMENTS

Jartran
Thicks & Trailers for Rent

12 BRAND NEW Furnished
Apartments Now Available
#

Beginning Sept. 15

t\ FRAZEE APARTMENTS
) Local and One Way
• Speoal fates by th« hour day or long*
• Euy loading moo*!* tor mdrviduaB)
& buamasa
• Cuttom •qu.potd - Auto transmutton. bucM*>t Mail, radio
• New l-ghtwe-ghl trailers
• 24 nr road service A mauranca
• Moving ft packing atit
• Trailer hrtcr.es lor your caf available

at many locations
fc

I

J
Jartran

•»
Two Bathrooms
E> One Large Bedroom
S} One Year Lease $325/Mo.
jjSNine Month Lease $420/Mo.
Plus Electric

MAURER GREEN
REALTY

Truck Rental

FOR RATES & RESERVATIONS

BEE GEE RENTAL & SALES

Bruce Heflin, Photographer

t» WKT POC BO*0
BOWLING QUEEN OHIO 4340?
OHONE 3U-4M

0cueiomer eennof Wlepftone lo«-»ee i-aor> W-03*

Or Stop By
224 E. Wooster

'4»ie<i<

Congratulations
to the
1980-81 POMMERETTES!

Wear a conversation
piece!
. it OOan
lore will make
IB while supply

152 1539
II

Lynn MacQueen
Kimberly Adleta
Linda Anderson
Timberly MacFarland
Lisa Blascak
Roberta Mesker
Barb Brown
j
Karen Orr
fffr
Anne Phelan
Amy Cale
Susan Callaghan
Candee Rettig
Debi Oamron
<> Rhonda Reynolds
Kerry Foldenauer
Debi Sandelius
Gwen Frazier
Donna Schroeder
Charlotte Fuchs
Anne Steiff
Jeanne Gallagher
Angela Tang
Cindy Johnson
Marcy Wilcox
Nancy Lloyd
Judy Winters
Chris Louden
Jane Young
Advisor: Mrs. Kisselle
Officers
Captain: Annette Dickinson
Co-Captain: Diane Kaden
Line Officers: Kim Kaase
Sue Rudder
Andrea Spicer

DELTA DELTA CHAPTER OF
BETA THETA PI
DAUGHTERS OF THE DIAMOND
CONGRATULATE OUR NEW
ACTIVES
Kelly Boyer
Laura Faulk
Carol Garrick
Linda Hering
Kim Johnson
Stephanie Knisley
Lynn Mucci
AND WELCOME OUR NEW
SPRING PLEDGES!
Kim Barnes
April Duffy
Sherry Head lee
Tracee Miller
Sue Schager
Chery Weitzel
Polly Zimmerman
BEBi

avm
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classified
LOST 1 FOUND
Found women's watch In Com
muter lot behind Otfenhauer.

?-4#ffFound pair of silver rimmed
glasses with light blue tinted
lenses Pick up at 106 Univ. Hall,
BG New},
SERVICES OFFERED
EXPERT TYPING
REASONABLE RATES.
Need some typing done? All
papers, thesis, etc. Bring your own
paper %75. Call Janet 353 6713.
Pregnancy Aid I Understanding
EMPA 353 7041 & 3533143.
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Pees. Call Akron Women's Clinic
toll free. 1 t00-3dl*lSO.
PERSONALS
MISS

Phi Psi Brothers we're glad you all
enjoyed the raid-we had a blast you
know! We hope you heard the late
serenade as did Rodgers & Frater
nlty Row! We Love You! Your Lit
tie Sis Pledoes.
NEWS FLASH: Detroit police In
vesfigating rash of liquor store

152-7305.

ATTENTION

Tlml, congrafs on making Pom
merettes. We're all proud of you.
Love, your Alpha Gamm Sisterv

MATURITY

IYOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE!)
GET
PSYCHED
FOR
A
HELLACIOUS GOOD TIME THIS
WEEKEND! (I THINK YOU
KNOW WHO THIS IS!)

thefts., no cash missing, just
booze. Witnesses say they've seen
a tired, green Pinto with Ohio
plates & SAE decal leaving the
sc.ef>t o* each crime.
HEYI Frl May30thlsWFALDAY
at Happy Hour. Win a 10 speed &
other prizes. Listen to MO AM for
more Info.

Little Bro Dave, Congratulations
on becoming an active member of
the SIGMA PHI EPSILON Fraternity Good luck-in the future! Big
Bro Dirk.

Black Researcher needs black
couples presently involved In a
relationship. The project Involves
studying communication. Couples
will be paid SI0 tor their participation. Approximately 1 and half hr.
in duration
Call Psychology
Dep' 377 2301
Interested in being editor of "The
Gavel" for the 19W-I1 school year?
Then pick up an application at 425
Student Services today. Deadline is
June 2.

2 F. rmtes. needed for summer
Otr. 140 each & utll. Call 372 0132
M,T,R.F btwn. 9:30-10:30 a.m.
1 bdrm. apt. for school yr. 00-81.
Must neve garage. Reply on cam
pus box 14o8
I F. rmte. for Summer. 8150 mo. no

M.

student

seeking housing for

1 F. rmte. needed Sum qtr. 2 bdrm.
to share with 3 others, 8165 Sum.
plus elec. Call 2 3124 or 2-3224.
1 F. rmte. needed to share 2 bdrm.
apt. for 1900-81 sen yr. Prefer grad
student. Call Bonnie after 11pm.

Goo Phoo Boo's we're getting
ready for a super time Friday are

1 F. rmte. Sum. Qtr. Own room, 860
8, utll. Call 354 1175.

you? Phi T»u.

I F. rmte. wanted for Summer 8> or
Fall Qtr. Call Julie 354 1020.
1 F. rmte. to share apt. for Sum
mer, own room, $95./mo, share

Chapel, Thurs. May 2t from 4:M to
7:30pm. No setting fee. Bring a
friend.

elect. 352-7779.

Come to Fashion Bug Thursday

JORS If you would like to get the
jump on your graduating class con

Bat* A Team-The little sisses are
psyched for the fraternity championship sottbal) game tonight)
Show those Phi Taus who's no. II!
Go Betas!
The

fabulous

Friday

feature

at

WFAL aaOAm This week, "Country
Rock" Friday Horn 2am.
Falcon House
SHORTS SHORTS SHORTS
Shirts, tops, visors, sox
904 E. Wooster. bv T.O.'s

May

28,

11:00am,

n;ao. \i*.lim.ttmmm.
Need a car for summer? Buy my
1973 AMC Javelin, 16 mpg 8. In very
good condition. For more info, ca
372 5280 8. ask for Piano.

F. rmte. needed 0081 yr. Only 2
rmtes $95 mo 372 6725 or 372 4421

352 6633.

Customized T shirts, jersey's &
sportswear Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority. Low Cost Fast Delivery

Wednesday,

FOR SALE

Mill cans.

May 29th for college day. We will
have a large selection of mere hen
dlse at low prices. Stock up now for
back to school & summer. Swim
wear to.00, sweaters & vests 12.00,
slacks MOO.

weeks, definitely co-ed. Hiring tor
many areas of State of Ohio. For
more Information come to State
Room, 3rd floor student Union,

2 females need housing for so n

1 F rmte. needed for 80 81 school
yr. Close to campus. 8130 mo. utll.
Incl. 352 4969.

Bruce Heflin, the Party Pic
Photographer, will be faking outdoor portraits in front of Prout

SUMMER JOBS
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Na
tional Company needs students to
work this summer. $1800.08 tor 12

school year. Call 3520326.

SAE house or Corey.

Want to be a Pre Reg Volunteer?
Benefits Include free meals & a
tree trip to Cedar Point. Sound In
teresting? Stop by 405 Student Ser
vices or call 372-2S43 for more ex
citing information.

Co" Tim at 35? S47i.

F. rmte. needed for Summer. Apt.
on 2nd St. Call 3540533.

8081 school yr. Close to campus
Call collect, Eric (312) 546 3659.

NEWS FLASH: Detroit's Infamous
Booze Thief hit Toledo & is bcllev
ed to be headed south. Ohio &
Michigan police now tracking a
trail of empty fifths 1 smashed Old

you got in the classifieds! Happy
Day. Love, Janelle.

1 F. rmte needed Fall, wtr , Spr.
00. Ef'ic apt. close to campus. Call
Pat 372-5710.

MISSING: One SAE brother by the
name of Paddy Murphy Contact

NOTICE

Conski O'Brien Happy Birthday to
you my frieno with a clue! Look,

WANTED

utll. own room. Call 352 6356. Near
campus.

Falcon House end of quarter
clearance sale. 904 E. Wooster, by
T.O.'s.

Grab a date, don't be late, we'll
meet you out of state, for camping
8. canoeing that will really rate

well done on the Residential Olym
pics. Good Luck job hunting! B.

ADVERTISING
CLUB
MEETING. New member/general
organizational meeting. OPEN TO
ALL INTERESTED. Wed. 5/28
Room 112B.A. 1:00 om.

Kerry & Kim-congratulations on
making Pommerettes. Keep up the
good work! Love, The AX'*)t
There will be a 55 service charge
on all checks returned to
Pisanelio's Pity*.

Skip, congrats on receiving the
Mitch Weltzman Award & a job

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION

BUSINESS

MA

cerning work experience, our na
tionally known summer work pro
gram may be just what you're
looking for. If you are selected, you
can expect excellent earnings as
well, interviews tomorrow, 3 8>
7pm, Room 61, Falcon Plaza

Green vinyl, extremely comfortable, reclining chair in very good
cond. Call after 6pm. 606-3624.
8x6 homemade utility shed. Must
sell. Call after 6pm, 686 3624.
Pioneer AM FM 8 track car stereo
Great condition. Best offer. Call
354 1749 or 354 1533.
'68 Olds Cutlass. Needs some work.
Best offer. 353 3305.

FOR RENT
APT

FOR SUMMER

Downtown,

AC, unfum. 1 bdrm. Best offer.
Call eves 352 3426.
Summer apt. 831 7th St. Fum. $400
entire summer. John Newlove
352 6553.
Apt. 320 Elm St. 2 bdrm. for Sum
mer, $520
352 7396.

&

elec.

&

deposit

Sublet 1 bdrm. furn. apt. Summer
1 and halt blks. from campus, off S
College Reasonable Rates. Call
26920.
Summer furn. houses for 3 & 4 people. Close to campus. $270 mo. plus
utll. $360 mo. plus utll. EH. June
15 Auq 30. Call 352 7163 after torn
Summer apts. 2 bdrm. furn. $390, 2
bdrm. unfurn. $350. Rates for en
tire summer. 641 Third St. no. 4.
352 4380 after 5pm.
Furn.. AC, modern apts. 824 Sixth
St. $400 summer, all utll. except
elec. includ.
3Sa-4fea.

Call

352-5163

Motel. Casual dress. Promptness
appreciated. Must be willing to
locate outside of Ohio.

2 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail.
May 1st-Sept 15th. 352 1730 or

Sec't./Recep Must be good at
record keeping & proficient at
answering telephone 40 hrs. wk.
Benefits. Ph. 669-3208 Mon. Fri.
8 4. Ask for Ed or Tom.

2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. lease $310

STILL MISSING: SAE Brother
Paddy Murphy...believed to be
suicidal & drinking because of re
cent marriage. AA has been

Summer jobs at GM, Chrysler, &
Ford. FORGET IT!! Full time
summer work with national com
pany not effected by lob layoffs due
to recession. If interested, 83000
this summer &, wish to travel out

notified...brothers & Mrs. Murphy
getting worried.

side of Ohio call 352 8854 for inter
view times 8. detaiis

352 5661,
mo., 12 mo. lease, $260 mo. Close to
campus. Call 352 4380 after Spm
Apts., houses 4. rooms. Near cam
pus.
Summer rentals only
Reasonable rates 352 7365.
Upper duplex-turn. Summer. Ph
352 0839 or 352 1032.
SUMMER

APARTMENTS:

>|fj»l»*ll#»e>*d»gd»»0>><*»4^

MILWAUKEE (AP) - With a good
Job at a hospital in a pleasant little city in northern Wisconsin, the young
doctor seemed to have the world by
the tail.
But he was having trouble with
depression and began treating
himself. At first he took only mild
stimulants but followed those with
stronger amphetamines. Then cocaine. He became dependent on the
drugs; his work began to suffer.
"Finally, I simply didn't go to
work," he said. "It seemed more important to stay home and enjoy
myself."
His health and his career were slipping away, and he did not care. He
was 29 years old. "I was a junkie," he
said in an interview.
THAT DOCTOR now works here at
DePaul Rehabilitation Hospital,
where he underwent an intensive
treatment program.
The program treats all types of patients with alcohol and drug problems,
but is especially geared toward helping doctors deal with the added
burdens that go with their exalted
status in society.
DePaul's intense treatment
regimen is one of several used by the
State Medical Society of Wisconsin's
3-year-old Impaired Physician Program.

At Seabrook nuclear power plant

Demonstration foiled after 4 days
SEABROOK, N.H. (AP) - Militant
anti-nuclear demonstrators, unable to
mount the thousands attracted to
earlier peaceful protests, began scattering yesterday after their latest unsuccessful attempt to disrupt construction at the Seabrook power plant.
The final effort by about 300 people,
the remnants of a force of 1,500, came
yesterday morning when protesters
tried to block about 1,200 workers

And you
haven't had
aprocto
lately?

THE 1980
KEY IS
HERE!
YOUR 1960 KEY IS READY

Procto: an
everyday way of
saying proctoscopic
examination.
It's a simple
diagnostic test for
cancer of the colon
and rectum.
And it helps
save more lives than
any other step in
the checkup.
So, if you're
over 40, you should
have a procto as
part of your health
examination.

American
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TODAY

FALL
APARTMENTS
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Anert Ptewfovc
352-5163

I.D. Required

IT'S
COMING!
• The KEY Will Not Be Held Responsible
For Any Yearbooks NOT Claimed
By June 11, 1980
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Wisconsin's program is one of 38
He said the program is geared
such projects established throughout toward identifying and helping docthe country since the American tors whose alcohol and drug abuse has
Medical Association formally been ignored by friends, relatives, colrecognized the problem of physician leagues and themselves.
He said 16 doctors in Wisconsin have
addiction in the mid-1970s.
thus far been reported by family
DR. ROLAND Herrington, members or other doctors. Each was
DePaul's medical director, said up to then "confronted" by a fellow physi15 percent of the nation's physicians cian and at least one other person,
are dependent on alcohol or drugs, usually a drug or alcohol counselor,
and about 40 percent of all physical sent by the medical society.
suicides are related to alcohol and
The "confronters," listing evidence
drug abuse.
gathered while screening out frivolous
Between 600 and 900 of Wisconsin's complaints, urge the physicain to
6,000 physicians abuse alcohol or enter a treatment program voluntaridrugs, Herrington said. "Seventy-five ly.
percent of those affected are in the
If need be, the confronters threaten
middle to late stages of addiction," he to turn the doctor in to the state
said.
Medical Examining Board, which
Herrington should know. Ten years may ultimately lift his or her license
ago, while a general surgeon at a ma- to practice.
jor hospital, he finnally got help for
his alcoholism.
THE FOUR-to six-week inpatient
"I was pretty far along before I portion of DePaul's treatment costs
realized it. At the end, it was apparent about $4,000, while the average cost of
even to the cleaning lady at the outpatient services, which may last
hospital," he said.
two years or longer, is about $50 a
week. Physicians pay their own way.
"THERE'S a greater degree of imThat
includes
weekly
pairment than we realized," said John psychotherapy for the physician and
La Bissoniere, the staff member his or her family, physical checkups
overseeing the program from the and weekly Alcoholics Anonymous
medical society's headquarters in meetings. Many choose one of the
Madison.
local "doctors-only" AA chapters.

from returning to the construction site there were none of the violent confronafter the holiday weekend.
tations that occurred during the first
But state troopers and National two days.
Guardsmen, who had turned away the
NO SERIOUS injuries were
protesters all weekend, tore down a reported during the weekend.
roadblock and cleared a path through Troopers and guardsmen used riot
the demonstrators to the plant's three clubs, tear gas, Mace, dogs and water
entrances.
hoses to foil the demonstrators' avowTwo people were arrested, bringing ed attempts to cut through the eightthe total to 40 in four days of feet-high chain link fence surrounding
demonstrations at the plant site, but the site.
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Medicine's newest plague: doctors
who are addicted to alcohol, drugs
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From 9:30 a.m. — 2:30 p.m. In 310 Student Services
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
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1-800-438-8039
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TRANSPORTATION
To All BG Students
EVERY WED.
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College Greek Nite Pickups Will Be At
The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.
DEPARTING ROUND TRIPS BEGIN AT 11 p.m.
AND RUN BY THE HOUR

SO WHY DON'T YOU
RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

For Further Information
Call 874-8649

College ID

Come Plug Yourself In!

Resident Student Association
Outgoing Executive Board
In recognition of their vast dedication, the Resident
Student Association would like to extend its gratitude
toward its outgoing executive board members:
Douglas B. Thomas
President
Maribeth Griffin
Vice-President
Walter Stiff ler
Treasurer
Laurie Ann Huffman
Publicity Coordinator
Lori Castiglione
Secretary
and congratulate the incoming board:
Steve Perrine
President
Lori Castiglione
Vice-President
Mary Kay Zajac
Treasurer
Marty Smith
Publicity Coordinator
GET A PIECE OF THE ACTION!

RSA,
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protests

demands ****!

from page 1

said. "Changing attitudes is a process and in getting the
demand instituted at the University, it's working toward
the beginning of the process."

the betterment of themselves, it's going to be positive.
"We're very happy with our actions. The progress is up to
the administration."

HOWEVER, she said she believes the protest was imperative to the minorites' cause, which still must be won.
"I thought it was necessary, but the administration has
been slow to fulfill them (the demands)," she said. "If
they don't follow through a lot and consider them I think
they're asking for a reconstruction of that (the protest)."

AS ADMINISTRATORS look back on the events of a
year ago, they speak of satisfaction with their reactions,
but also of the difficulties in reaching solutions acceptable to both parties.
"They'll (the minorities) tell us we can't really look at
things from their perspective and I'm sure they're
right." Moore said. "But we should make every effort to
do so."
Another administrator intimately involved with solving
the conflict noted the wide scope of tin problems between
races.
"One only need to look at the state of our nation and the
world to realize we do have some problems," Dr. Richard
R. Eakin, vice provost for institutional planning and student affairs, says. "We're maybe a microcosm of what's
afoot in society at large."

BSU and LSU spokesmen said they will present plans to
the administration soon to meet the demands the students
believe have not been met yet
Resolving the unmet demands was one request made
by the Latino students in their demonstrations earlier
this month.
MINORITY STUDENTS are displeased with the sixmonth-old Human Relations Commission, the lack of professional race relations workshops, the failure of the
University to establish Martin Luther King Jr. Day as a
holiday and the membership on the Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocations.
Calling the demans a "package", Maurice Harris, BSU
ombusdmen and freshman at the time of last year's protest, said "To accept one and not the rest was to reject
them all." Ananais Pittman, BSU president, was
unavailable for comment.
Flores of LSU echoed Harris' sentimelnts, saying, "A
lot of this year's protest is a recognition that a lot of
things didn't happen last year that we wanted to happen.
"They (the administration) have to continue to listen
until we see eye to eye and they say, 'Yeah, we've got to
deal with this,'" Flores continued.
ADMINISTRATORS WERE not the only ones made
more aware of the importance of communications between minorities and the majority, the students added.
"On the student level our organization learned a hell of
a lot from it," Flores said, such as the structure, format
and policies of the university. "It created an awareness
of where to go to get things done.
"But we're dissatisfied because, despite the fact that
we went through this process, nothing came about in
terms of what our major concerns were," he added.
Harris of BSU said he has positive feelings about the
protest. "Any time you can get together some students
with concerns and put it on paper and get them to go for
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"An academic community is a very special kind of
community one that's hopefully made by reasonable and
rational decisions and careful investigation," Eakin continued.
He said he is pleased with the University's handling of
the protest, saying, "We tried to provide a responsible
response ot the expressions of concerns brought before
us. Both last spring and this spring, people have tried to
be responsive."
Although there are similarities between the two incidents, both students and administrators wave off the
suggestion that this year's protest is directly tied to last
year's, except that one of the Latinos' demands was
follow-up on last year's.
Moore said he does not expect a spring minorities protest to become an annual event.
Eakin agreed, adding, "I've always looked forward to
spring."

US FIRST!

E
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EAKIN SAID he prefers that problems such as racial
and sexual discrimination be handled through the proper
University channels rather than through rash and emotional outbursts.
"I hope the University could be exemplary in terms of
how it solves its problems," he said. "On a national basis,
we are not equipped to deal with problems as we should
be.

FIRST EDITION
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
434 E.WOOSTEB

B&_ WE NOW FEATURE
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

and Motels

Stop in and Start Your
Student Discount Dinners Club Card
After You Purchase 10 Dinners,
Receive the Next One FREE!
1021 S. Main
1450 E. Wooster

25* OFF
{Any Dinner with this
Coupon
Must have College ID!

American
I Cancer Society

Flores said LSU would reopen communication with
HRC if its demands for "equal representation" are met.
But Clarence Terry, HRC chairman, said HRC will not
reverse its decision, explaining that no group has permanent representation.
• Amending the Student Code to incorporate overt
harassment as a violation of the code subject to
disciplinary action. This was to be HRCs first item of
business but has not been acted upon. Terry said he was
unaware that the commission was to develop such an
amendment
• Establishment of professional race relations
workshops at the University. Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice
provost for institutional planning and student affairs,
said the importance of human relations has been stressed
to students by himself and others at pre-registration last
summer and at new student orientation programs in
residence halls last fall.
Student leaders also met three times during winter and
spring quarters to discuss various students organizations' goals and racial problems at the University. No
professional workshops have been scheduled for this
academic year.
Eakin explained that the administration intended to
focus only on student leaders in a loosely structured format so the leaders could take back to their groups the
understanding they had gained.
EAKIN ADDED that he hopes to bring in professionals
to conduct workshops for a limited number of students
next fail.
Minority leaders said they are dissatisfied with the administration's attempts at starting workshops, adding
that the efforts have not aimed at the real problem.
• Restructuring the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations. University President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
appointed a special task force to investigate minority student charges that ACGFA made policy decisions it is not
authorized to make, has vague funding criteria and baa
unbalanced membership. The task force's final recommendations were made to Moore in January and some
were instituted for the I960 ACGFA process.
But when it was learned that the 1980 ACGFA had no
minority or women representatives, minority students
protested (last March) to Provost Michael R. Ferrari.
Ferrari appointed a special committee specifically to
study ACGFA's membership selection process and structure and is to make its report by the end of the quarter.
BSU AND LSU representatives said they are satisfied
with the administration's actions to revise ACGFA.
• Establishment of Martin Luther King Jr. Day as an
official University holiday. Academic Council, the committee responsible for setting the academic calendar,
voted in August not to establish the day as an official holiday, but instead as a day of recognition and commemoration.
Harris and Flores said BSU and LSU are not satisfied
with the council's actions and will continue to push to
have the day established as a holiday for the 1981-82
school year, but would not specify what action would be
taken.
• An investigation be made into alleged mistreatment
of minority graduate students. A report on the charges by
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Winifred Stone, assistant dean of the Graduate College,
was submitted to Eakin in October acknowledging that
minority students experienced verbal abuse and
discrimination in three departments and one area in the
college. The report released to student leaders did not
specify which departments had been implicated, but
Stone said preliminary corrective action had been taken
in three of the situations.
• VACANT POSITIONS in various minority programs,
including the Student Development Program, be filled.
Deanna Okoiti began as SDP's coordinator of social and
cultural activities in September, and searches for other
vacant positions are being conducted.
• The University continue to cooperate with the attorney of Paul X. Moody and be responsive to any request
for information from the Adult Parole Authority. Moody,
a former University student, was convicted of attempted
rape in 1976 and sentenced to the Mansfield Reformatory.
Moore sent a letter of information to Moody's attorney
last June, and Moody was granted shock parole in
September and released in October.
• That the University provide legal consultation services to students. This action was at first stifled by a ruling by the state attorney general that prohibits state
universities from providing such services.
However, Gov. James A. Rhodes signed a bill April 30
reversing that rule, allowing service only for legal advisement and not for representation in court.
• Establishment of a department of ethnic studies in
the College of Arts and Sciences. The plan was approved
by Academic Council last June and by the University
Board of Trustees in August.
• Assistance from the Office of Alumni and Development in establishment of a scholarship fund in honor of
two deceased students. The scholarships are to honor
Kimberly Jackson, who was murdered in her apartment
last spring in Bowling Green; and Roxanne Tolliver, who
died of natural causes January 1979.
BSU contributed $75 to begin the fund last January and
criteria have been established for the award. The funds
are being accumulated in escrow, but no contributions
have been made since January.
• Director of Campus Safety and Security will confer
immediately with the assistant vice provost for student
development when an SDP student is arrested by Campus Safety. If arrested by city police, the student will
have the opporutnity to contact Campus Safety, who will
contact appropriate University personnel. This procedure was established last June.
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C Bill Brown

BG's Kevin Ryan (top left photo) battles Toledo's Steve Relghard for
the lead on the Inside lane In the 1,500-meter run in Saturday's Ohio Intercollegiate Open meet at Whittaker Track with the Falcons' Steve
Housley and Jeff S. Brown close behind; Jeff K. Brown goes through his
wind up In the hammer throw (above); Kevin Seibert bites some dirt trying
to stretch out his jump In the long jump (below).
staff photo by Dale Omori

Ryan qualifies for nationals in 1,500
by Christopher Sherk
staff reporter

Bowling Green's John Anich
finally has some company to the
NCAA outdoor track and field meet.
With Anich already nationalbound in the 800-meter run, Kevin
Ryan secured BG's second ticket to
next week's Austin, Texas meet
when he clocked a 3:43.26 to win
Saturday's 1,500 in the Ohio
Intercollegiate TFA-USA Open
Track and Field Meet at Whittaker
Track. Though no team totals were
kept, individuals vied for first-place
TFA-USA medals.
Ryan's national qualifying run,
the second of his career, resembled
a greyhound race with a rabbit for a
pace-setter. In Ryan's case, Anich
was the rabbit to chase.
WHEN THE starting gun went
off, the 12 runners sprinted for the
post except for Anich, who jogged
the first 100 meters. When the pack
caught up to him on the second lap
of the four-lap race, Anich started
sprinting to set the pace for the next
two laps.
That pace dramatically separated
the field and left only three con-

tenders (BG's Ryan, Steve Housley
and Eastern Michigan's Maurice
Weaver) who had any chance of
winning.
As the race entered the final 200
meters, Anich dropped out for good,
but not before colliding with
Housley in the third lane. That left
a sprint for the tape between Ryan
and Weaver, with Ryan the victor
by just half a second.
Both
recorded national qualifying times,
while Housley recovered from the
mishap to finish third with a 3:46.2.
Ryan, who last week became a
Mid-American Conference champion in the 1,500, admitted that
Anich's pace "was a big help" to his
qualifying effort and said it gave
him a psychological lift as the race
progressed.
"When you open up a lead," Ryan
said, "it's really hard to concentrate all the way through the
race. (In this race) I just had to
coast behind John. He set a perfect
pace - just what we needed.
"I FELT so tired. I was fading
after John dropped out.
Then
Weaver took the lead, and that
helped out. I'm glad I qualified -

really happy. I missed qualifying
by a second at Iowa (the Drake
Relays, April 26) and by a second in
Florida i the Florida Relays, March
30)."
While Ryan was beaming over his
latest feat, other BG tracksters
were recording some note-worthy
efforts, which didn't seem to surprise BG coach Mel Brodt.
"There 's usually some nice times
at a meet of this type," Brodt said.
"A lot of them (his squad) had
personal bests or close to it.
"There's no pressure to speak of.
You're just here for the sake of
competing, without the worry of
team points. There's nothing at
stake but your personal pride."
Among those whom Brodt singled
out as having recorded personal
bests included Jeff K. Brown, Dan
Hays, Kelly Lycan and Jeff Martin.
Brown set a new BG record in the
hammer throw with a third-place
toss of 176-9, bettering the old mark
by nine feet. His throw also bested
his fifth-place MAC toss last week
by more than 11 feet.
HAYS AND Lycan both recorded
personal bests on their way to a pair

of fourth-place finishes.
Hays
leaped 22-4V4 in the long jump, while
Lycan marked 44-11 "6 in the triple
jump.
In the 800, freshman Chuck
Pullom used a strong kick to
overtake Western Michigan's Jack
Mclntosh in the last 100 meters. His
1:49.08 was not only a personal best
in the half-mile event, but it also
came within .3 of matching the
national qualifying standard.
Pullom said he was surprised at
his relatively easy win over a field
which included two runners who
placed in the top six at the MAC
Championships (Western's
Mclntosh and Dave Beauchamp).
Mclntosh is a national qualifier in
the event.
"It kind of shocked me," Pullom
said of his quick overtake of
Mclntosh. "Before passing him, I
thought of how good a kicker he
was, but people told me he slowed
up when I went by him."
With this weekend's Central
Collegiate Track and Field
Championships at Whittaker Track

being the last chance to qualify for
the national meet, Pullom said he
hopes to make the most of the opportunity.
"I want to go in (the first 400
meters) in : 53 and go out in : 55," he
said. "This weekend I think I'll
start kicking early - start building
up around 300 (meters) instead of
200."
BG GOT its final first-place finish
in the 400 intermediate hurdles, as
Terry Reedus clocked a :52.17 for
the victory.
Alfonso Faison took second in the
5,000 with a 15:06. Earlier in the
day, the Falcon clocked a 3:53.7 for
a sixth-place finish in the 1,500.
Western's Ron Parisi continued

his domination in the javelin, when,
on his final attempt, he recorded a
225-foot toss. The MAC champion
proved too much for BG's Bill
Hampton, who took the runner-up
spot at 211-4.
Jeff Martin clocked a 32:01.1 en
route to an easy win in the 10,000.
His nearest challenger, Ed Oleksiak
of Cleveland State, crossed the
finish line more than 22 seconds
later.
Dan Safkow matched his best
jump of the year in the high jump,
when he leaped 6-8, placing him
sixth.
The day produced a third national
qualifier when Ohio's Jessie Young
sprinted to victory in the 200 in
20.54.

Soviet officials say Moscow Games to be 'fully valid'
MOSCOW (AP) - Olympic
authorities yesterday released a list of
85 countries that have officially announced participation in the Moscow
Summer Games, and Soviet organizing officials insisted that the games
would be "fully valid" and successful.
The 85-country list published by the
International Olympic Committee in
Lausanne, Switzerland, fell well short
of unofficial Soviet predictions that
more than 100 countries would send
teams to Moscow despite the
American-organized boycott.

Eighty-five countries expected to participate
But Vladimir I. Popov, a first deputy chief of the Moscow Olympic
Organizing Committee, told an Olympic conference here that the door was
still open for more countries to sign
up. He said this could be done despite
the expiration of an official deadline
last Saturday.
POPOV INSISTED that "with small
exceptions, all leading sports countries will participate" in the Moscow

Games.
The Soviet Union and East Germany, the No. 1 and No. 2 medal winners at the 1976 Montreal Olympics,
respectively, will participate. But the
United States, West Germany and
Japan - other major powers at Montreal - will be absent.
Eighty-eight nations competed at
Montreal. Their number was reduced
by an Afro-Arab boycott of the Games

Chippewas top 3 MAC categories
Central Michigan, which won the
Mid-American Conference baseball title with a 12-5 record, topped three
team statistic categories.
The Chippewas headed the MAC in
team batting with a .338 average, runs
scored with a 6.9 per game average
and fielding with a .960 percentage.
The Chips also finished second in
team ERA with a 4.06 average. Individually, Dave Pagel was first in
runs batted in with 56, second in batting with a .414 average and second in
doubles with 15.
CMU'S Randy Meier, the MAC
player of the week, was first in runs
scored with 49 and eighth in conference batting with a .375 average.
Meier also smacked six triples and
stole 26 bases to rank second and
third, respectively.
Pitching was also a strong point for
Central as Mark Fellows recorded
eight wins to tie for the second spot.
He also struck out 52, good for third
place. CMU'S Mike Brecht (6-3), led

the league, fanning 67.
Bowling Green and Miami, who tied
for second with 11-5 MAC records, had
many discrepancies in total team
statistics.
The Redskins led the league in team
ERA with a 3.96, while BG placed fifth
at 4.98. In offense, Miami batted at a
seventh place clip (.291), compared to
the Falcons' .265, lowest in the league.
Miami was paced by Greg Byrd,
who hit .361 on the year, 13th highest
in the MAC. Dean Gottier and Jim
Gross each smacked 12 doubles to tie
for third. The Redskins' mound corps
was paced by Bill Long. Long, a firstteam All -MAC pick, compiled a 6-4
record and a 2.20 ERA to wind up third
in the loop.
LONG'S ERA placed him directly
behind BG's Keith Imhoff. Imhoff,
with a 4-1 mark, sported a 1.83 ERA.
No Falcons graced the league's list of
the top-15 batters.
Dave Kotowski led the squad in hitting (.336) and home runs (10 - fourth
in the MAC), and finished second in
the team RBI race with 36. Joe

Thrasher knocked in 39 runs to pace
the Falcons and rank fifth in the conference. Thrasher ended the season
batting .301, tying a team record with
12 two-base hits, placing him in a
three-way tie in the category.
Toledo and Eastern, both finishing
at 10-6, each placed players near the
top of the statistical categories.
Eastern's Gary Baker and Greg Howe
hit .371 and .360 to place ninth and 14th
in the conference, respectively. Right
fielder Audrie Cole slammed 11 HRs
(second in the league) and knocked in
39 runs (fourth) to power the ttiron
attack. Bryan Clutterbuck recorded a
5-2 record with a 2.28 ERA to lead the
Eastern pitching staff, that finished
the season at a disappointing 20-34
overall, after winning 41 games the
previous season.
Toledo didn't place anyone among
the league's offensive leaders, but
received strong pitching during the
season. Ranking third with a 4.52
ERA, UT's staff was paced by John
Foster, Stan Clarke and Guy Elston.

in protest against New Zealand's
sports contact with South Africa.
In addition to the 85 countries participating, the IOC announced that
National Olympic Committees from
29 nations had unofficially declined to
participate. The IOC said 27 other
countries had not responded to the
Moscow organizers' invitation.
Popov said the IOC list was not
final.

'THE PROCESS of development of
participation in the games is not stopping. We not only hope, but are certain
that it is continuing," Popov said.
IOC President Lord Killanin said in
an interview Sunday the IOC would
help national committees who apply
for participation despite the expiration of the deadline.
Observers here expected a sharp
contest in coming weeks over par-

ticipation in the Games, despite the
publication of the official IOC list.
Soviet authorities appear confident
that some other countries will join up.
Western diplomats, however, say
some countries, individual athletes
and sports federations could drop out,
further weakening the Olympics.
The Soviet news agency Tass stressed in a commentary yesterday that
there were various reasons, other
than political considerations, for the
decision of some countries not to attend the Games.

Indians, Reds win; Detroit loses
BALTIMORE
(AP) - Tom
Veryzer's RBI single with two out
capped a two-run rally in the ninth
inning, giving the Cleveland Indians
a 7-6 victory over the Baltimore
Orioles last night.
Toby Harrah had tied the score
with a one-out homer off Dave Ford,
1-3, and Joe Charboneau followed
with a double. Tim Stoddard
relieved Ford,and after Cliff
Johnson grounded to the mound,
Veryzer lined his game-winning hit.
The Orioles had taken a 6-5 lead
in the sixth when Lee May singled
to open the inning off reliever Bob
Owchinko. After two forceouts, Al
Bumbry walked and Rich Dauer
knocked in Wayne Krenchicki with
a single, his sixth hit in his last
seven at-bats.
After Bumbry walked and Dauer
singled in the Baltimore first, Dan
Spillner fanned Ken Singleton and
Eddie Murray. But Pat Kelly
homered on a 1-2 pitch and Dan
Graham homered on the next pitch.

CHARBONEAU'S two-run homer
in the Cleveland second cut
Baltimore's lead in half, but Terry
Crowley's solo blast in the fourth
made it 5-2.
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ken Griffey,
George Foster and Dan Driessen hit
consecutive home runs last night
and Mike LaCoss scattered seven
hits as the Cincinnati Reds defeated
the Los Angeles Dodgers, 6-1.
LaCoss, 44,who has never lost to
the Dodgers in three career
decisions, had lost four games in a
row since his last victory April 21.
Loser Don Sutton, 4-2, who
hadn't allowed a hit, started his own
down fall with two out in the third
inning when he walked Dave
Collins, who stole second, and Dave
Concepcion.
GRIFFEY THEN belted his third
home run of the season into the
right field seats for a 3-0 lead.
Foster followed with his seventh
homer, and second in two days,

deep into the center field seats and
Driessen belted his fourth over the
right field wall.
the Reds added another run in
the sixth inning on singles by
Driessen, Ray Knight and Ron
Oester, who picked up his second
career RBI.
LaCoss held the Dodgers to four
hits until they scored the eighth
when Pedro Guerrero doubled off
Foster's glove, a ball which the left
fielder lost in the lights, and scored
on Reggie Smith's single.
NEW YORK (AP) - Jim Spencer
drove in three runs and Reggie
Jackson two in an eight-run second
inning and the New York Yankees
held on to beat the Detroit Tigers M
last night.
The Yankees got nine hits in
their big second inning off Dan
Petry, 2-3, and reliever John Hiller.
Spencer singled home the first two
runs of the inning, followed by an
RBI single by Bobby Brown that
chased Petry.

